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Out in a fortnight. 

Yesterday, New York’s governor 
said he’d resign in 14 days.

Dominating the headlines has 
been Andrew Cuomo’s sexual 
misconduct scandals.

“It’s [a] shame this is what 
the Democrats choose to go 
after Cuomo for, rather than 
for killing tens of thousands of 
elderly New Yorkers through his 
policy of putting COVID-positive patients into nursing 
homes,” we read at InfoWars.

But this is the usual thing to say . . . at least, 
for those of us who live and breathe and think outside 
the usual right-left continuum. And in this case, it may 
not be applicable.

How so?

Well, on Monday, Assembly Member Charles D. Lavine 
(D-13th A.D.), Judiciary Committee Chair, made it quite 

clear that the investigations (yes: plural) going into 
the impeachment of the governor are not limited to 
matters of sex. Allegations also considered?

• Cuomo’s “improper use of government resources 
to write and produce a book”;

• “allegations concerning [the] nursing home” 
fiasco; and

• “that he provided preferential access to COVID-19 
testing to certain friends and/or family members.”

But Cuomo himself isn’t talking up these other issues, 
which are critically important for the state he “runs.” 
In his resignation announcement, he dubbed one such 
indiscretion literally “thoughtless,” openly proclaiming 
that he “want[ed] to personally apologize” to a female 
state trooper who accused him of embarrassing 
sexual banter and unwanted touching.

Up front, however, was his proud proclamation of his 
support for “diversity.”

That is to mollify the current cultural left. But he 
quickly switched to blaming today’s loud and rash 
(rather than “sound” and “reasonable”) politics 
— on Twitter.

You don’t have to love social media to instead blame 
Cuomo for his own most grievous faults.

This is Common Sense. I’m Paul Jacob.
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